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OPPD joined the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) in 2009, an energy
trading partnership between utilities in nine states. For the past
four months, the SPP has been operating under the new Integrated
Marketplace (IM). The IM is a computerized clearinghouse that determines who sells and who buys power each day and according to what
price. The idea is to get the best deals for our customers whether
we’re generating the power ourselves or purchasing from another
utility.

The latest report from OPPD Asset Optimization shows the marketplace is working very well. It’s helping to balance generation across
the regional footprint of the SPP, benefitting our customer-owners.

Winning against Weather

There’s an old saying about mail carriers: “Neither snow nor rain nor
heat nor gloom of night stays these couriers from the swift completion of their appointed rounds.” It could just as easily apply to OPPD
crews – those in the field, and those back at the centers – who have
shown, yet again, how tenacious they are.
June storms resulted in more than 28,000 customer outages. A tremendous response from our line crews and storm support personnel,
led to quick restoration. In addition to those “declared” storms, a
number of small thunderstorms rolled through our service territory,
and that meant many long, difficult hours of restoration work.
Outages weren’t the only issues caused by weather. The three large
storms, combined with storms north of Omaha, resulted in flood conditions along the Missouri River. Our teams responded quickly to the
threat by taking precautions at our plants located near the river. We
applied lessons learned from the 2011 flood to address high water. We
experienced no significant problems.
Fort Calhoun Station is following up on hail-related
damage and insurance
claims stemming from the
Mother’s Day storm. The
primary repairs have been
to the windows, roof, heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems.
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Strengthening Finances
For the first time in more than
three years, OPPD will soon be
using supplemental labor to help
construct electrical facilities for
new housing developments. This
need may be an early indicator
that the economy is rebounding
in Omaha.
The district is also preparing to
issue bonds to refund existing
subordinated debt, following the
authorization given by the OPPD
Board of Directors at its public
meeting last month. To complete
this potential refunding transaction, interest rates will need to
remain near current levels or
decline.
The district is trying to bolster interest in buying the bonds by advertising on KOIL and KFAB radio stations, due to their wide coverage
throughout Nebraska. The commercials are running July 15-20. Those
interested in making the investment should contact their local brokers
to learn more.

Accolades

OPPD was named one of the Top Trusted Electric Utility Brands in the
Midwest. The 2014 Utility Trusted Brand and Customer Engagement
study was based on a survey of 19,000 residential utility customers
served by the 125 largest natural gas, electric and combination utilities in the United States. The study was the first of its kind for the
utility industry and provides a holistic view of the complex relationship consumers have with their utility providers by including measurements for brand trust, along with operational satisfaction and
product experience.

Renewable Energy

The renewable portfolio factor was 40.1 percent in June.
The latest addition to our portfolio is the 200-megawatt Prairie Breeze
Wind Farm, which went online May 1.

